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Abstract 

Corrosion is one of the most common pathologies that affects reinforced concrete structures (RC). 
The fact that this phenomenon leads to a progressive loss of structural performance does not need 
further discussions. This loss of performance is a crucial issue for safety, especially when considering 
the coupling with an external loading such as an earthquake. The present study aims to quantify the 
time evolution of some quantities of interest, such as the eigenfrequencies, the modeshapes or the 
damping ratios, as functions of the corrosion degree. To reach this objective an extensive experi-
mental campaign has been set up on simple but large-scale RC specimens. The consequences of the 
corrosion phenomenon on both the static and dynamic behaviors of beams are quantified, considering 
several steel configurations. In this paper, the experimental campaign is described. Especially, the 
accelerated corrosion method used is presented as well as the planned loading. The paper ends with 
a brief description of a simplified model which is under development. Due to its low computational 
demand, it will be able to be used within the framework of probability safety assessment (PSA) stud-
ies.  
 
 

1. Introduction  

Nowadays, reinforced concrete (RC) is one of the most widely used construction composite materials 
in the world. Due to the effects coming from the external environment along with time, specific pathol-
ogies may appear. Among them, the steel reinforcement corrosion is one of the most preponderant 
pathologies which makes the structural performance decrease. This phenomenon can lead in its early 
stages to a loss of durability at the material scale, a loss of service ability and lately, a loss of structur-
al safety. In other words, the corrosion phenomenon is responsible for a loss of performance along 
with time. 
 
For this reason and with the aim of predicting the time evolution of safety functions, the study of the 
influence of corrosion on the structural behavior of RC structures is of crucial importance. This state-
ment is particularly true for vital facilities, such as nuclear power plants or dams. 
 
As far as the structural behavior of RC elements is concerned, the corrosion leads to a decrease of 
the bearing capacity as well as a modification of the dynamic behavior. The aim of this study is to 
quantify the influence of corrosion on the quasi-static and the dynamic behavior of RC elements.  
 
In this paper, a brief state of the art will be presented. Then, the experimental campaign will be ex-
posed as well as some perspectives related to the development of a numerical model with a low com-
putational demand being able to describe the overall mechanical behavior of corroded RC structures.  
 

2. State of the art  

Corrosion in reinforced concrete is caused by the introduction of specific aggressive agents from the 
external environment to the steel bar surface within the pores of concrete. In this context, we distin-
guish two types of steel corrosion: a first type due to chloride penetration [1] and a second resulting 
from a carbon dioxide dissolution [2].  
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In the case of corrosion induced by carbonation, also called uniform corrosion, we observe a uniform 
distribution of the cross section loss along the steel bar. Whereas, in corrosion induced by chloride, 
also called pitting corrosion, the morphology of corroded bars exhibits a localized loss of cross section. 
As a result, this second type of corrosion seems to be the most penalizing for RC structures. 
 
According to the aforementioned reasons, the focus will be on corrosion induced by chlorides. As a 
matter of fact, corrosion in RC is a long process: a study carried out on a RC specimen subjected to 
natural corrosion shows that after 16 months of exposure, the degradation of the specimen remains 
insignificant [3]. 
 
In the research field, using natural corrosion process to get corroded specimens is highly time-
demanding. Thus, scientists have come up with technics to accelerate corrosion namely galvanostatic 
method (whether by imposed current [4] or imposed voltage[5]), artificial environment [6] [7] and addi-
tives in concrete mixture [8] [9].  
 
The main chemical reaction responsible for corrosion is the oxidation of steel (Equation 1) or in other 
words the exchange of negative charges (electrons) between the steel element and another element 
such as oxygen (Equation 2). So, the corrosion phenomenon is fully driven by electrons flow or, in 
other words, by the electrical current. From a chemical point of view, the accelerated corrosion by 
imposed current method seems to be the closest to natural corrosion.  
 

𝐹𝑒 →  𝐹𝑒2+ + 2𝑒 −       
 

2𝐻2𝑂 +  𝑂2 + 2𝐹𝑒 → 2𝐹𝑒2+ + 4𝑂𝐻− 
 
The accelerated corrosion method with imposed current consists in applying an electrical current from 

a DC power supply* between the cathode (which can be made from stainless steel [10], copper [11] or 

platinum [12]) and the anode which is the reinforcement inside de RC specimen. The whole specimen 
should be immersed in an electrolytic solution to guarantee electrical conduction (Figure 1) : the com-
position of the solution can vary according to authors but generally contains 3 to 5% of NaCl [6]  [12].  
 

 
Figure 1: Set-up for accelerated corrosion by imposed current  

 
 
 
Since the accelerated corrosion by imposed current method is an electrical process, some empirical 
equations exist to describe this phenomenon. The most used one is Faraday’s law (Equation 3) [5]. 
 
 
 

∆𝑤 =
𝑀.𝐼.∆𝑡

𝑧.𝐹
       

 
 
(*) Device delivering direct current (DC) 

Equation 1 

Equation 2 

 

Equation 3 
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Where ∆𝑤 is the mass of steel consumed due to corrosion (kg/m²), 𝐼 is the current density (A/m²), Δt is 
the exposure time (s), 𝐹 is the Faraday constant 96 500 (A/s), 𝑧 is the ionic charge (2 for Fe), 𝑀 is the 
atomic weight of metal (g/mol). 
 
The Faraday’s law is suitable for the corrosion of a bare bar due to the presence of chlorides at the 
steel bar surface since the beginning of the corrosion process. Whereas, in RC chlorides need to 
reach the steel bar surface from the electrolytic solution within concrete pores; that is to say that cor-
rosion does not start immediately and the applied current initially is used to depassivate the steel rein-
forcement by spreading chlorides into the concrete matrix. To take into account this aspect, a coeffi-
cient λ between 1.3 and 2, is added to the basic Faraday relationship [13] (Equation 4). 
 

∆𝑡 =
𝜆. Δ𝑤. 𝑧. 𝐹

𝑀. 𝐼
 

 
As far as the set current density is concerned, many studies have shown that the choice of the current 
density value has a direct consequence on the more or less similitude with natural corrosion regarding 
crack patterns for example. The majority of studies suggests not to exceed 100 µA/cm² to have similar 
structural effects as natural corrosion [14] [15].  
 
 
This type of corrosion leads to a reduction of the resistant section and reinforcement ductility (Figure 

2), concrete spalling and bond strength degradation due to high stresses resulting from the formation 
of corrosion products (Figure 3). All these consequences lead to a decrease of the bearing capacity 
[16] and ductility offer. 
 
 

  
Figure 2: Evolution of corroded steel bars 

ductility [16]  
Figure 3: Crack patterns due to corrosion [17] 

 
 
Regarding the dynamic behavior of corroded RC elements, to our knowledge no study has been done 
on this subject. However, some cyclic loads applied on corroded specimens show a decrease of hys-
teretic capacity and dissipation energy [18] [19] .Therefore, the dynamic behavior might be modified.  
 
 

3. Experimental campaign: DYSBAC 

 
The name of this experimental campaign, DYSBAC, is a French acronym for “Dynamic behavior of 
corroded RC structure”. This campaign will be performed by means of the AZALEE shaking table and 
the strong floor, as part of the TAMARIS experimental facility operated by the French Alternative En-
ergies and Atomic Energy Commission (CEA). The main objective of this campaign is the study of the 
influence of corrosion on:  
 

 The quasi-static behavior (bearing capacity, energy dissipation, hysteretic capacity…) 

 The dynamic behavior (natural frequencies, solicitation amplification, mode shapes…) 
 
 

Equation 4 
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3.1. Samples  
 
For the sake of simplicity and representativeness of a real structure, the choice of RC beams has 
been made. Considering some design constraints related to test facilities such as the size of the 
strong floor (4.5 m length) , the maximal stroke of the available actuator (± 400 mm) and operating 
frequency range of AZALEE shaking table (0 - 30 Hz);  we come up with the geometry of DYSBAC 
specimens shown in (Figure 4.a). 
 
The reinforcement was designed according to the BAEL which is a French standard used before the 
Eurocodes to design RC structures. The Figure 4.b shows the details of the considered reinforcement.  
 
 

 
 

 
(a) The geometry of the specimen (b) Reinforcement details 

Figure 4: Geometry and reinforcement details of the specimens - dimensions in centimeters 

 

 
Regarding materials, the considered concrete has a compressive strength measured on cubes equal 
to 30 MPa with a water cement ratio around 0.6 representative of concrete in aged RC structures. The 
steel is a B500A steel with an average yield strength equal to 500 MPa and an ultimate strain (Agt) 
equal to 2.5%. 
 
In order to define an experimental corrosion methodology, some preliminary experiments were con-
ducted: 

 On a bare bar  (Figure 5.a) 

 On a bare reinforcing cage (Figure 5.b) 
 

  
(a) for a bare bar (b) for a bare reinforcing cage 

Figure 5: Accelerated corrosion set-up 
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These experiments showed that it is difficult to control corrosion in the case of a reinforcing cage be-
cause of the heterogeneous current distribution on the different parts of the reinforcing cage. 
 
As a result, three types of specimens were considered: 

 Beam  𝐶1 with longitudinal bars corrosion: an insulation is put on stirrups  

 Beam  𝐶2  with transverse reinforcement corrosion: an insulation is put on longitudinal bars 

 Beam  𝐶3 with both transverse and longitudinal reinforcement corrosion : no insulation is put 

 
The insulation consists of putting an electrically insulating painting and a heat-shrinkable covering. 
Electrical connection is achieved by drilling the bar and welding an electrical wire.  
 
To ensure the good behavior of the insulation and of the electrical connection, an experiment was 
achieved on a steel reinforcing cage with insulation (Figure 6.a). At the end of the experiment, only 
longitudinal bars were corroded (Figure 6.b); the effectiveness of insulation is therefore confirmed.  
 

  
(a) At the beginning of the experiment (b) At the end of the experiment 

Figure 6 : Accelerated corrosion performed on a reinforcing cage with insulation 

 

3.2. Samples corrosion 

 
Before corroding the DYSBAC specimens, three small-scale beams with the three reinforcing configu-
rations (𝐶1,𝐶2 and 𝐶3) were subjected to an accelerated corrosion by imposed current (Figure 7). At the 
end of this experiment, crack patterns on each beam type (Figure 8) reveal the corroded reinforcement 
part. Therefore, the corrosion set-up was precisely defined for each beam type.  
 

   
(a) 𝑪𝟏 configuration (b) 𝑪𝟐 configuration (c) 𝑪𝟑 configuration 

Figure 7 : Accelerated corrosion performed on small-scale specimens 

 

  
 

(a) 𝑪𝟏 configuration (b) 𝑪𝟐 configuration (c) 𝑪𝟑 configuration 
Figure 8: Crack patterns observed at the end of the accelerated corrosion process 
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For the 𝐶1beam configuration  : 
 Every longitudinal bar is considered as an anode with an independent cathode in stainless 

steel (Figure 9.a) 

 A four channels DC power supply is considered  
 

For both beam configurations 𝐶2 and 𝐶3: 

 The full beam will be wrapped with the stainless steel grid (Figure 9.b) 

 One DC power supply is considered 
 

  
(a) For 𝑪𝟏 configuration (b) For 𝑪𝟐 et 𝑪𝟑 configurations 

Figure 9: Cathode position for the different configurations 

 

For all beams, a current density of 100 µA/cm² is considered [20] to achieve three target mass losses 
of 5% (believed to be the threshold of the bond loss between steel and concrete [21]), 10% (rate from 
which civil engineering maintenance operations begin[22]) and 15% (believed to be the threshold from 
which a change of failure mode is observed [23]). 
 
 
 
All the beams are immerged in a 3.5% NaCl solution (Figure 10). The exposure duration is estimated 
for each type of beam and each corrosion rate using Faraday‘s law (Equation 4) with λ = 1.3.  
 
 
 

 
Figure 10 :  𝑪𝟏 beam configuration subjected to accelerated corrosion 
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Table 1 summarizes the applied current values and the estimated exposure time for each corrosion 
rate.  
 

Configuration 𝐶1 Configuration 𝐶2 Configuration 𝐶3 

For each bar HA12 44 stirrups HA8 4 bars HA12 and 44 stirrups HA8 

Corrosion rate 
(%) 

Exposure dura-
tion (days) 

Corrosion rate 
(%) 

Exposure dura-
tion (days) 

Corrosion rate 
(%) 

Exposure dura-
tion (days) 

5% 47 5% 31 5% 36 

10% 94 10% 62 10% 72 

15% 141 15% 94 15% 109 

Table 1 : Exposure duration for different beams configuration 

 
3.3. Sample testing 

 
The setup is similar to the one used for the IDEFIX campaign [24].The beams will be excited along 
their weakest flexural axis; the boundary conditions consist of:  


 Blade-shaped supports allowing the rotation at the beam extremities,  

 Two air-cushion systems to bear the beam weight and to reduce drastically the friction be-
tween the beam and the shaking table’s or strong floor’s upper plate.  

 

3.3.1. Quasi-static loading  
 

A classical four points bending test is performed on the TAMARIS strong floor (Figure 11.a). Indeed, 
this test is operated by an actuator linked with a metal beam able through swivels at its ends to dis-
tribute the loading on two points of the DYSBAC beam. Specific machine elements have been de-
signed (Figure 11.b). 

 

 

 

(a) General view on the experimental setup on the 
strong floor 

(b) Designed setup for 4 points bending test 

Figure 11: Quasi-static testing 

 

 

The applied loading includes blocks of 5 identical cycles of prescribed displacement, with an amplitude 
increase of 2 cm between two consecutive blocks. The aim of the 5 cycles is to stabilize the new level 
of damage of the current block. One cycle includes 4 phases which are: loading in one direction, un-
loading, loading in the other direction and unloading (Figure 12). 

 

 

Actuator 
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Figure 12: Planned load in quasi-static testing 

 
The same loading will be applied on 10 specimens: a non-corroded beam in addition to 3 beams of 
each reinforcement configuration and each corrosion rate. The end of the test may coincide with the 
beam failure or the actuator maximal stroke especially for the non-corroded beam.  

 

The deformed shape of the beam in 4 points bending is close to the first mode shape. Therefore, it’s 
possible to assess the evolution of the hysteretic energy dissipation within cycles.  

 

Moreover, every specimen will be subjected on the strong floor to hammer tests in different boundary 
conditions: free-free and bi-supported; and even between blocks to evaluate the change of modal 
characteristics as a function of damage.  

 

3.3.2. Dynamic loading  

 

The dynamic test will be performed on AZALEE shaking table. It’s a 6 x 6 m² shaking table able to 
reproduce seismic signals up to 1.5 g.  The table is controlled on 6 degrees of freedom (3 rotations, 3 
translations) (Figure 13).  

 
Figure 13: General view of the experimental setup for dynamic tests 

 

Before applying the dynamic loads, a modal characterization will be performed on the 10 DYSBAC 
beams intended to be tested on AZALEE shaking table. This characterization consists of hammer 
tests in addition to a white noise signal (PGA = 0.1 g).  

 

The dynamic loading consists in a synthetic signal able to excite only the first natural mode. This sig-
nal might be different for each beam configuration and each corrosion rate so it is designed after the 
modal characterization of each beam. Increasing levels of the signal are tested. 

1st block 

2nd block 
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The applied signals are generated using the inverse Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) from a defined 
spectrum. In order to anticipate the modal frequency drop due to damage, a crenel spectrum is con-
sidered with nominal acceleration between 0.5 times and 1.05 times the first natural frequency and 
equal to zero outside (Figure 14). This choice anticipates the modal frequency drop due to damage 
and allows to constantly exciting the sought modal frequency all along the test. 

 
 

 
Figure 14: Crenel spectrum used in signal generation 

It is to be noted that digital image correlation technique will be used for quasi-static and dynamic tests. 
Indeed, it consists of a painted strip on the upper surface of the beam. The displacement of this strip 
will be followed in time using a stereoscopic system.  

 

3.3.3. Further experiments  

 

After dynamic and quasi-static tests, some corroded specimens will be subjected to post-mortem 
analysis in order to measure the actual mass loss due to corrosion and to observe a 3D profile of cor-
roded bars at different corrosion rates. 

 

In addition to the DYSBAC beams, some special specimens were designed and manufactured: 

- Pull-out specimens (Figure 15.a), the objective of having such specimens is to evaluate the 
bond between concrete and steel at different corrosion rates.  

- Prismatic concrete specimens of 72 x 72 mm² cross section and 4.5 m length crossed by a 
longitudinal bar HA12 (Figure 15.b). These specimens are intended to be corroded using the 
imposed current accelerated technique. At the end of corrosion process, the bar is supposed 
to be cleaned using ASTM standards [25] then scanned using a laser profilometer. It will be 
useful to provide numerical models with a 3D profile of the bar at different corrosion rates.   
 

  
(a) Pull-out specimens (b) Prismatic specimens intended to be corroded 

Figure 15: Complementary specimens 
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4. Perspectives 

DYSBAC experimental campaign (not executed yet) will improve the state of the art concerning dy-
namic behavior of RC structures. Actually, by means of applying either quasi-static or dynamic loading 
on large-scale beams, the quantification of some quantities of interest, such as the eigenfrequencies, 
the modeshapes or the damping ratios will be possible.  

 

So as to capitalize these results coming from the experimental campaign, a numerical model is devel-
oped. The considered model relies on the Timoshenko multi-fiber element (Figure 16) [26]. 

 

 
Figure 16: Principle of multi-fiber beam [26] 

 

The numerical model should take into account the distribution of the section loss due to corrosion 
along the longitudinal bars. It should also be able to reproduce the effect of the bars swelling due to 
the formation of corrosion products as well as the bar sliding due to the loss of bond between steel 
and concrete.  

At the time this paper has been written, first experimental tests are to be performed soon and the nu-
merical model is still under development. 
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